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Introduction 

In the current economic downturn, it's never been more important to maximise 
the return on your online spend. Managers are under pressure to "do more with 
less"; to optimise website performance and demonstrate ROI to senior 
management. 
 
This event provided a valuable opportunity to learn smart strategies for global 
website governance from organisations facing a common challenge: how to 
manage a complex, multi-editor web estate. 
 
On the agenda: 
 

 Deloitte: David Green, Global eMarketing Director, described how to 
use metrics to build a business case: demonstrate clear ROI, validate 
budgets, and secure executive leadership support for web programmes 
and online investment. 

 Central Office of Information: David Pullinger, Head of Digital Policy, 
shared his experience in multi-site governance and in setting the 
strategy and standards for the government's web estate. 

 Magus: Simon Lande, CEO, provided an introduction to the Semantic 
Web, and showed how managers can benefit from this leading-edge 
technology to optimise content, reduce risk and streamline website 
governance. 

The event attracted delegates from a diversity of industry sectors, including: 
Alstom, Amnesty International, Bank of England, Canon Europe, KLM and Rolls-
Royce. 
 
A full list of registered delegates can be found at the end of this 
document. 

Key outcomes 

 

  
 You can’t manage what you don’t measure. Metrics are vital to 

demonstrate a website’s value to the organisation, prove ROI, 
drive improvements in operational processes, and shape online 
strategy and planning.  

 Metrics can deliver surprising insights. Organisations often have an 
unclear picture of how much their websites are really costing (in 
terms of staff time, infrastructure etc), and how much their 
websites are delivering (in terms of new business, brand building, 
satisfying user needs).  

 Collecting raw data is not enough. You need to analyse what the 
data is telling you, and draw out key trends. To be actionable, 
metrics need to be presented in a user-friendly format, suitable to 
the needs of each user-group. 

 It is important to communicate metrics vertically, to senior staff, to 
get buy-in for web projects and ensure budgets are approved. 

 Managers should assess whether it’s possible to rationalise their 
websites, by converging content onto key channels. Not only does 
this save resources, it often simplifies and improves the user 
experience. 

 Organisations can save vital resources by using technology to 
automate website governance tasks. Companies such as Unilever, 
Shell, ING and Business Link, are using ActiveStandards™ 
Semantic Web technology to help them track and optimise their 
website content. 
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Presentations  

Pages 4 – 16 
David Green 
Global eMarketing Director, Deloitte 

Metrics and ROI: Building your business case 
 
How to use metrics to build your business case, demonstrate clear ROI, 
validate your budget, and secure executive leadership support for web 
programmes and online investment. 

 

 
 

Pages 17 – 27 
David Pullinger 
Head of Digital Policy, Central Office of Information 

Improving the Government’s web estate 

The challenges of managing a multi-site web estate. Setting the strategy 
and standards for the government's websites, and ensuring each website 
achieves its unique “proposition” within a common standards framework. 

Pages 28 – 37 
Simon Lande 
CEO, Magus 

 

Introducing the Semantic Web - Managing the “aboutness” of your 
web presence 

An introduction to the Semantic Web, and how managers can benefit from 
this leading-edge technology to optimise content, reduce risk and 
streamline website governance.  
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Metrics and ROI: Building your business case 

 
David Green 
Global eMarketing Director, Deloitte 

 
Presentation overview: 
 

In the current economic climate, competition for budget is intense and 
managers are under increasing pressure to demonstrate the return on every 
penny invested in the web. 

Metrics are the building blocks for your business case. 

David discussed: 

 The art of data mining - how to derive actionable information from your 
metrics, optimise performance, and deliver a consistent global web 
presence. 

 How to use your metrics to validate your budget, and get buy-in from 
top management. 

 Key governance challenges. 

 

David Green 

Global eMarketing Director 
Deloitte 

 

David Green is Global eMarketing Director at Deloitte, a $27 billion 
professional services firm. 
 
He leads a central team responsible for Deloitte's global Web & eMarketing 
operations & strategy across 152 sites in 29 languages in over 103 countries. 
He is also responsible for online brand protection.  
 
He has been instrumental in developing and driving adoption of eMarketing 
technology tools and global common processes in areas such as web content 
management, email marketing, SEO, Google AdWords, Social Media and 
web analytics. 
 
David is a Chartered Information Scientist. 
 
www.davidgreen.me.uk 
 

  

http://www.davidgreen.me.uk/
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About Deloitte 

 
Deloitte is a global professional services operation. It has 68 member services, 
150,0000 staff in 140 countries, and a global revenue of $27bn. It’s the world’s 
third-largest consulting firm.  
 
The early Deloitte.com web presence was disparate. The websites had different 
interfaces, navigation and look and feel.  
 
Today, the situation is very different. There is global consistency across all sites. 
A common CMS has been deployed, and global processes have been adopted.  
 
Initially there was a lot of internal hostility to the adoption of a common 
framework. It required a good deal of explanation and negotiation to facilitate 
the process.  
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Early Deloitte.com – website chaos  

   

Deloitte.com today – globally consistent 
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Deloitte.com accolades 

Today, Deloitte has 150 sites in 29 languages. Deloitte’s web presence has won 
many accolades. 
 
The Web Globalization Report (2008) rated Deloitte.com as: 
 

 11th best website in the world for global consistency. 

 Best professional services website, for the fifth consecutive year. 

 

Deloitte.com is continuing to extend its lead over competitors. Over the past 
two years, Deloitte.com has received seven accolades from BtoB Magazine and 
others.  
 
Deloitte.com was also singled out by Forrester, who looked at 25 B2B sites and 
25 B2C sites. Of these 50 sites, very few passed the methodology test. 
Deloitte.com was one of only two B2B sites to pass. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
. 

  

 
Rank Site Score 

1 Google 96 

2 Wikipedia 94 

3 Cisco 92 

4 Volvo 88 

5 Philips 88 

6 Caterpillar 87 

7 Netvibes 86 

8 Microsoft 86 

9 Hewlett Packard 86 

10 Nokia 84 

11 Deloitte 84 

   

25 PWC 80 

87 KPMG 70 

98 Ernst & Young 68 
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Deloitte.com & eMarketing maturity 

Capturing and measuring data is important. But you’ve got to analyse what the 
data is telling you. How do you benchmark and measure standards?  
 
Deloitte’s answer is to have a scoreboard: each country is allocated a score, 
based on: editorial criteria, e-marketing tactics, AdWords, SEO etc. Each 
criterion is scored, and the totals distilled into a composite score.  
 
The best way to present this information visually is using a world map: it speaks 
volumes, clearly highlighting the innovators and pinpointing those who are 
lagging behind.  
 

 
 
At Deloitte, there has been a continued improvement in the eMarketing 
maturity of country sites since the last audit two years ago.  
 
 

The importance of vertical communication 

David joined Deloitte in 2002. By 2004, he and his team had everybody on a 
common CMS. But the platform was “chunky”, and technology had moved on. 
 
In that year, the Deloitte.com global IT team presented a budget proposal for a 
new web technology platform. It was flatly rejected. 
 
David and his team spent a lot of time examining why it had been dismissed. 
They concluded that whilst they had been focused on deploying a common web 
technology platform and embedding global processes, most of their 
communication efforts had been focused horizontally i.e. on creating a global 
web community. 
 
What they’d forgotten was to pay sufficient attention to management reporting 
and communication. This would have to change if they were to be successful. 
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Why Deloitte measure success 

At Deloitte, metrics and evaluation play a critical role in supporting and shaping 
their performance-based culture. And they measure performance in many 
different ways, to demonstrate tangible returns. 
 
Key drivers for measurement: 
 

 Demonstrate the website’s value to the firm. 

 Drive operational excellence and alignment of the infrastructure. 

 Instil common processes across the department. 

 Facilitate transparency in how they are spending time and dollars. 

 Distil insights to input to strategy and future planning. 

How Deloitte measure success 

Websites have an “electronic footprint”. You can measure lots of stuff. In fact, 
you can measure everything. But you have to decide what you actually need to 
measure. 
 
To measure, you first have to pull in the information from multiple sources. 
Then, you need to analyse the information.  
 
And finally, you have to decide how you’re going to disseminate the 
information. Who does the report go to?  
 
Having a dashboard approach is very important: often, the higher up the chain 
of command you go, the less detail is needed.  
 
Key strategies for measurement: 
 

 Define and develop metrics that are simple, and aligned with your 
strategy. 

 Understand technology and process considerations for metrics 
collection. 

 Identify relevant audiences for metrics dissemination. 

 Determine the format and frequency of reports. 

 Create consistent dashboards. 

 Define KPIs and align performance measures. 

 Monitor trends over time, enabling benchmarking of repeat 
deliverables.  
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Implementing process and cultural change 
 
There are several steps to follow: 

 

 Identify the stakeholders that will contribute to metrics identification 
and selection and ensure their support. In the case of Deloitte, the 
country managers were key.  

 Make it easy - give website owners reporting templates, and make sure 
they know where and how to source data. Find out if they need 
support. 

 Determine the approach for integrating metrics to support a 
performance-based culture e.g. articulate them as part of the objectives 
for performance review. 

 Test before full scale deployment. It’s important that each KPI is 
meaningful and helps drive the intended behavioural change. 

 Ensure buy-in of departmental staff and be sensitive to the process of 
cultural change. People get a bit nervous when it comes to metrics 
measurement. Often, you need to employ basic human psychology, and 
explain the benefits of the new process. 

 The communication and dissemination of metrics to internal clients is 
critical – but avoid information overload. 

 You’ll need to be persistent if process and cultural change is to be 
successful e.g. chase up individual data/metrics for collation to report(s).   

Measurement – portfolio of reports 
 
The Deloitte.com team produces several metrics reports – not just one. Why?  
 
One of the things Deloitte learned from their unsuccessful budget submission 
was that reporting to your immediate superiors is one thing, but driving cultural 
change is another. You often need to circulate reports to people who aren’t 
obvious recipients – CFOs, for example. 
 
At Deloitte, reports are therefore produced for several different audiences, at 
campaign, country and global level: 
. 

• Country site managers 

• Global marketing managers 

• Country marketing leaders 

• Global executive leadership 

 
There is a different focus to each report: tactical, strategic, top-level. The reports 
are presented to the Deloitte web community and global executive leadership, 
and most are also published on the eMarketing section of the intranet for global 
access. 
 
Presenting to leadership groups is very important in order to secure budget.  
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Metrics, reports and KPIs 
 
There are a number of different reports at Deloitte, disseminated by a variety of 
means.  
 
1. Monthly metrics report 

This report includes: visits, page views, monthly unique visitors to each country 
site, visitor countries, number of visits to top press releases, and number of 
downloads for top publications. 
 

 David noted that, at a senior level, managers won’t have the time to 
take in a lot of detailed information – you need to highlight key trends.  

 He commented that people react to information in different ways. 
There are cultural differences that you need to be aware of. Often, 
making your point requires a different approach depending on the 
audience.  

 
2. Quarterly eMarketing management report 

This is a global report compiled from more than 63 member firm management 
reports. This report was implemented immediately after the unsuccessful budget 
submission. It details enquiries and business leads, and puts a value on them. It 
also looks at new areas, such as social media and online brand protection.  
 

 

It shows that Deloitte.com acts as a significant sales support channel: 
 

 Thousands of RFPs (Requests For Proposal) are received on an annual 
basis - a clear measure of people who are considering using Deloitte. 
The structural improvements David introduced to Deloitte.com led to a 
big increase in RFPs, and a substantial double-digit percentage can now 
be attributed to the website. This is very significant in terms of new 
business. 

 The website gets tens of thousands of email enquiries – one in four of 
which is a business lead – leading to millions of dollars of business won. 

 
David commented that partners often don’t realise that business has originated 
from the website, until they are shown the website statistics, which trace a clear 
path. But whatever it’s attributed to in the end, website business has a clear 
monetary impact.  
 
 
3. KPI dashboard 

This is a comprehensive spreadsheet showing ROI trends from data collated 
from the management reports. To be effective, KPIs should be short, clear and 
easy to understand.  
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Brand protection and annual review 

Deloitte also produces a quarterly online brand protection report. This 
provides insights into the status of domain name and internet monitoring 
services, including: infractions identified (cyber-squatters, redirections to other 
sites, infractions of the brand name and viruses), the number of cease and desist 
letters sent out, and the resolution rate of the infractions.  
 
They also produce an Annual Review, which is widely disseminated. It’s a 
chance to see how well Deloitte has done. It provides an overview of the 
information in the other reports, as well as a review of operations (e.g. internal 
communications: audience reach and engagement, intranet pages, email 
newsletters, conference calls etc.)  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Deloitte Insights podcast program 
received recognition from Apple iTunes as 
one of the top business podcasts, and was 
highlighted in Apple presentation materials. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Presentation of results 

Delivery is as important as the actual message. You need to avoid presenting 
raw data, and you need to avoid information overload. Don’t measure and 
present everything, simply because you can. 
 

 Reports should be easy to scan – pick up key highlights. 

 Present analysis and benchmark comparison – not tons of raw data. 

 Create good visual impact - and ensure fully brand complaint. 

 Get the frequency right – recipients will soon switch off. 

 
The visual impact of the presentation can’t be overstated. You should make sure 
the report has a professional sheen that reflects the organisation’s brand.  
 
Benchmarking against peer group sites is important. A number of sites will allow 
you to do this, such as alexa.com. You can view a trend line of how you’re 
doing. Other sites will let you benchmark your web presence in terms of SEO, 
which is very useful.  
 
Volume is also important: Deloitte sends out three quarterly reports, but not a 
fourth, as those measurements are included in the annual report. 
 
While KPIs are important, you should also be aware of left-of-field ideas: social 
media, for example, which has rapidly emerged as a significant consideration. 
David cited the example of Apple, who approached him about showcasing the 

Deloitte Insights podcast on iTunes, as one of the top business podcasts. 
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Example reports  

 
 

 2008 saw a 15% increase in visits to Deloitte.com sites, compared to 
2007.  

 A record high was reached in October.  

 Benchmark data from Alexa.com shows that Deloitte.com outperforms 
Big 4 competitors in terms of site visitors. 

 

 
 

  
 
 It’s a good idea to combine data sets and charts. It’s best to have a call-

out on each page of the report, with a simple takeaway.  
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Communications 

Distribution does not equate to communication. Sending out reports isn’t 
enough. In Deloitte’s case, they follow up the monthly newsletter with a 
conference call, then a report on the conference call. It’s a “tell, tell, tell” 
approach.  
 
You need to look at as many channels as possible to disseminate the 
information. It’s a good idea to make the information freely available so it can 
be reused and reapplied. Deloitte publishes the reports on the intranet. 
 
Often, reports are forwarded to people who are not an obvious audience. Last 

year, the Global IT Director at Deloitte forwarded the Global eMarketing Review 
to KMs, CFOs, CIOs and others. This is great internal PR. 
 
David again stressed that people don’t remember detailed facts. They form 
impressions, which can be powerful and self-reinforcing.  
 
 

Measurement: conclusion 

Measurement and evaluation is a critical component of any business process.  
 

• Be clear about what you’re measuring and why. Different audiences 
need different data, insights, and even formats.  

• Encourage reuse. The data should not be a state secret - focus on the 
positive aspect of having the information repackaged and reused 
internally.  

• Make it easy. Create the templates, give skills training, do 
presentations. Provide people with the opportunity to present the 
reports themselves. Often, it’s very useful to give an inexperienced 
person in a local office a chance to dry-run delivering a presentation. 

• Provide insights. Isolated data points are of limited value. Trend-line 
data and benchmarking are critical. 

• Be open to “left-field” data e.g. external recognition. 
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Deloitte’s results 

Deloitte focused on using metrics to drive cultural change. And in the process, 
they learned that it’s important to communicate with everybody, not just your 
immediate superiors.  
 
In 2005, David’s team won a significant multi-million-dollar investment for the 
worldwide launch of 158 sites.  
 
 

Key drivers for the next stage 

 
The cultural change David’s team brought about was such that a year later, 
when they asked for even more money for online brand protection and brand 
standards compliance, it was approved. 
 
Drivers for the next stage in brand protection and compliance monitoring: 
 

 Protect the brand: deliver a globally consistent web presence. 

 Mitigate risk by ensuring compliance with corporate website standards. 

 Maximise operational efficiency: reduce time spent on QA. 

 Empower and support content editors. 

 Support content localisation; optimise sites for the target markets.  
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Questions for David Green 

  
Q: [Amnesty International] You have a global web presence. How did you 
manage to move the organisation to a global set of strategic goals - to 
encourage the organisation to adopt a single viewpoint? I presume all 
sites are individually managed and have individual budgets? How did you 
encourage strategic alignment? 
 
A: Yes, sites are individually managed and they have individual budgets. 

 
It’s really a question of cultural change. We created a network for change. 
Initially, there was fierce political hostility, and each battle had to be fought in its 
own right. Style is important as well as substance. We worked with early 
adopters, and created an internal buzz. People said “I want some of that”.  
 
The map of the world we created was very powerful: here are the people who are 
migrating to the new platform, these people haven’t done it, and these ones are 
doing it now. If you’re doing well, people want to be part of the success story. 
 

Q: [Watson Wyatt] How did you convince people that KPIs were a good 
thing?  
 
A:  It’s a pretty standard evaluation tool – part of the normal business processes. 
We do have discussions around KPIs: why we’re doing them, what they are, and 
what their relevance is. Involvement is important, as is the fact of making it 
objective.  
 

Q: [Specialist Schools and Academies Trust] Did you roll out web metrics 
locally and have local reporting?  
 
A: Yes, that’s what we did. If you want to drive cultural change, you have to 
disseminate the production of metrics and the ownership of metrics. Once 
people are responsible, you can then look at how you can improve metrics. 
 
At the end of the day, it’s the people in the business who are responsible. 
They take local ownership.  
 

Q: [Unnamed delegate] It sounds like a very scientific approach. Do you 
let people interpret data? Do you give them a vision?  
 
A: Because of the Deloitte structure, we have to avoid a central-command, 
top-down approach. I have an idea in my head of the vision, but it’s not 
prescriptive.  
 
It’s more a question of focusing on culture. Driving cultural change makes 
that vision come about.  It’s about creating a large constituency of people 
who know what needs to be done. That’s what drives things forward. It’s 
best to start it from the bottom up. 
 
And you need to have an open mind - especially in the fast-moving 
environment of the internet e.g. social networking. You can’t be too 
prescriptive.  
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Improving the Government’s web estate: 
Getting a grip on ROI 

 
David Pullinger 
Head of Digital Policy, Central Office of Information 

 
Presentation overview: 
 
The UK government has one of the largest pieces of web estate on the net.  But 
beneath the government umbrella, the content is distributed across hundreds of 
sites, with hundreds of thousands of pages, created and maintained by multiple 
agencies.  
 
It is COI's task to ensure that all these sites meet the same high standards for 
quality, performance and equal access, and that they talk with the same clear 
voice. 
 
David discussed: 
 

 Setting standards for a distributed web presence. 

 Ensuring each website achieves its unique "proposition" within a 
common standards framework. 

 Key governance challenges. 

 

 

Dr. David Pullinger 
Head of Digital Policy 
Central Office of Information 

 

Dr David Pullinger has been associated with work on online information 
systems from 1979. He saw the introduction of the internet with the first 
online electronic journals, and helped establish standards for their display 
while working in commercial publishing companies.  
 
He is currently Head of Digital Policy for the Central Office of Information, 
where he sets the strategy and standards for how government uses digital 
media. 
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About the Central Office of Information  

The origins of the Central Office of Information (COI) go back to World War 2. 
Its purpose was to secure policy objectives through communication.  
 
COI is a trading partner. Government departments, executive agencies and 
other bodies choose to use it: as such, it receives no direct funding, and has to 
make a profit.  
 
It’s the second-largest TV advertiser, and the top radio and newspaper advertiser 
in the UK. 
 

Website quality and cost-effectiveness 

A key driver for COI’s website quality improvement campaign was the Public 

Accounts Committee 16
th
 Report: Government on the Internet (2007 /2008). 

 
This report highlighted three key areas for improvement: 
 

 Quality: “The quality of government websites has improved only 
slightly since 2002.” 

 Cost: “Over a quarter of government organisations still do not know 
the costs of their websites, making it impossible to assess whether they 
are value for money.”  

 Metrics: “16% of government organisations have no data about how 
their websites are being used, inhibiting website improvements.” 

 

 

Quality: Improving quality (phase 1 basics) 

COI set the following targets: 
 

• To converge content onto audience-focused channels by 2011, and 
close 95% of non-approved sites (STA target).  

o Only three end-user sites would be allowed: Directgov, 
businesslink.gov.uk and NHS, together with corporate 
department websites, and public sector workforce channels. 

o With non-approved sites removed, everything else would move 
to the corporate department sites. It was a matter of taking the 
information and moving it to where people wanted to go. 

• A new set of standards to be developed by April 2009, to improve 
overall quality. 

• A new online toolkit to be developed by March 2009, to improve the 
quality of the user experience.  
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Converging content 

COI’s aim was to consolidate content into audience-focused channels, and to 
focus on communicating with people in a way they understand. The web is no 
different to TV and newspapers. It’s easier to set up a website, but people won’t 
automatically find it. You need to be where the audience expects to go.  
 
It was a major undertaking to discover just what sites were out there. COI took 
a decision to ask the ministers to use government departments to carry out a 
review, and to find out which sites they were responsible for.  
 
So far, they’ve identified 1,620 sites. And although David’s department has a list 
of approved sites that’s supposed to be adhered to, he said he still regularly sees 
sites advertised that are no longer supposed to exist. Often, the head of e-
communications in a government department doesn’t know about a non-
approved site, as it’s run and managed by somebody several steps away from 
them. 
 
David’s team went to ministers to get approval to shut down sites. Each advisory 
committee, charity and partnership had its own website. They had to ask 
whether these individual websites were really necessary. Also, a decision had to 
be taken about whether certain sites were government sites or not. In the case 
of the BBC, for example, they decided to exclude it from the process.  
 
The key thing was that the location of information made sense from an 
audience perspective.  

Progress 

David’s department has made good progress. They’ve closed an average of two 
sites per day since the project started. So far, 67% of sites have been closed.  
 
Service Transformation Agreement Progress Measure 2: Central 
Government   
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Service Transformation Agreement Progress Measure 2: EAs & NDPBs 
 

 

Complications 

Closing a site can involve complications: the information that’s on them is a 
matter of public record, so it can’t just disappear.  
 
In addition, there’s the question of broken links. For example, Hansard has links 
to much of the information on government sites. In fact, a report COI ran 
showed that 60% of all links in Hansard were broken.  
 
COI are now undertaking a project to archive all of this information, and reroute 
the URLs so that the history of the country is not lost.  
 
The situation faced by COI isn’t unique. A colleague at the UN recently told 
David that they have 3,500 sites. They’re following a similar process, but they’re 
about a year behind.  
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“No new .gov.uk websites” 

The Public Accounts Committee had decided there would be no new .gov.uk 
websites. And so COI have driven down the number of approvals for new 
websites. 
 

 
 
 
However, it’s a dynamic environment. When Gordon Brown came to power, 
two departments were closed, and three opened. Departmental changes always 
generate new website requirements. 
 

Improving quality – a new set of standards 

Example of the standards implemented for government sites: 
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Standards work 

David gave an example of how standards have helped to improve the visibility of 
government content in search engines. Government jobs were often not being 
indexed by Google, as the jobs listings were being dynamically generated. 
 
The new COI standards specify that every government website must have an 
XML sitemap. This ensures that all jobs are discoverable, and site indexing goes 
deeper and broader. This standard will lead to immediate improvements.  
 
There are also new standards for: naming local councils, managing URLs, social 
media, website costs, archiving websites, PDFs, video and mobile.  
 
When creating the new standards, some areas caused a lot of debate. Browser-
testing standards provoked 600 responses in just three days. COI’s approach is 
that the top browsers should be fully compatible, but that content doesn’t need 
to display 100% correctly in less-used browsers.  
 
David also mentioned COI’s “get it used” standard: often, people are unaware 

that Crown Copyright material can actually be reused (and in fact COI wants it 
to be reused).  
 

New online toolkit – key audiences 

COI identified three key audience groups: web developers, project managers 
and content authors. They identified educational needs for each and developed 
modular online tools for them. This included guidelines on what to do, and 
what not to do.  
 
Although there is some overlap between modules, the content is optimised for 
each audience to avoid information overload. The most important consideration 
when creating the online modules was to make them visual and easy to follow. 
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Measuring website quality 

Several key areas have been identified for website quality monitoring. 
 

 User satisfaction  

 User success 

 Standards compliance 

 Editorial quality 

 Usability 

COI guidance will require every website to run a user survey with a set of core 
questions, and report back to COI on user satisfaction and quality measures. 

 

Overall objectives of cost guidance 

COI have established a process to enable government departments, agencies 
and non-departmental bodies to measure their costs in a way that:  
 

 Provides useful information both to the departments and to the report 
recipient. 

 Is clear enough to be understood by varying audiences. 

 Is simple enough to be followed by all required. 

 Contains commentary to contextualise the data and explain issues not 
foreseen in the guidance. 

 Is adaptable to different department resource levels. 

 Places a light burden on departments. 

 Is sufficiently accurate to meet the needs of the Public Accounts 
Committee and COI. 

 
David commented that there are lots of reasons people give for not supplying 
information. In addition, some have contracts with IT suppliers that stipulate 
that they can’t break out the website costs.  
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Operating costs 

An assessment of the cost of running a website should include:  
 

 Strategy and planning 

 Design and build 

 Hosting and infrastructure 

 Content provision 

 Testing and evaluation 

 Staff costs (This should be calculated for all employees when work is 
central to the functioning of the website, and should include staff who 
are not part of the core web team but who spend more than half their 
time doing activities related to the website.)  

 

David commented that often people don’t readily admit, or even realise, that 
there’s a cost to having a website. Staff costs are a prime example: people 
whose job description isn’t directly related to the website, but who spend a 
great deal of their time managing it, are often not included in the accounting.  
 
When COI investigated, they found lots of hidden costs that the auditors hadn’t 
been told about. People sometimes simply don’t realise the time and effort their 
staff are putting into the website. All of that carries a cost.  
 

Cost reporting requirement 

 For central government departments, every website must measure 
costs, starting from 1 April 2009. 

 The first report will cover the Financial Year 2009-10.   

 

Audited usage metrics 

From April 2009, audited usage statistics will be compulsory. This will include: 
 

 Unique users 

 Page impressions 

 Visits  

 Visit duration 

 
COI also provides guidance to show how these web analytics can be used to 
inform design. For example, analysing search terms can inform editorial policy; 
usage statistics can provide a quality measure (a useful counterpart to self-
reported qualitative research). 
 
David gave an example of one government department’s website. A box was 
featured on the homepage, with bullet points that he had difficulty 
understanding. He assumed the audience would have the same experience. 
David rewrote the bullet points, and the effect was immediate and dramatic. 
The visitor statistics revealed that the box got 150 times more hits than it had 
previously received. 
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What’s worked and what still needs work 

Aspects that have worked so far:  

 Changing the language: The emphasis has moved from talking about 
“organisational websites” to “audience-focused channels”. Content 
owners now don’t want to “put up a website”. Instead, they want to 
“communicate”. That’s a big difference. 

 Getting policy in place:  COI has got buy-in from ministers and 
parliament. But it’s also used the weight of the Public Accounts 
Committee to convince key players to take notice.  

 Giving responsibility: to Government Departments and supporting 
them with guidance. Lots of standards have been written, but they 
need to be implemented and adhered to. 

 Collaborative development of standards and guidance. Cross-
departmental groups have been set up. There’s been lots of 
consultation and everybody’s had their say. COI has obtained buy-in 
from all concerned parties. 

There are also key areas that still need work: 
 

 Ensuring benchmarking is possible.  David noted that statistics can 
be misleading: often, metrics can be misread by up to 50%. He said 
that without central auditing, benchmarking cannot be done properly. 
Benchmarking is extremely powerful: ministers don’t like being off the 
league table, so there’s an incentive to comply.  

 Enabling digital communication to be considered in the same 
way as other channels. The website needs to be seen in the same 
way as press, TV and radio. Website owners need to get ROI stats for 
every pound they spend.  

The bigger picture 

 Better provision: It’s crucial to go to where the audience is, rather 
than getting them to come to you. Communication and feedback are 
also critical, as is improvement of services.  

 Digital engagement: One of the biggest challenges is improving the 
discourse, such as setting up forums and encouraging civil servants to 
blog. Finding experienced forum moderators is not easy, so they need 
to identify and train up people to fulfil this vital role.  

 Enabling reuse 

 Improving capability: For example, COI is running two Semantic Web 
applications across its sites:  

o Statutory notices in the London Gazette. Ultimately, COI’s aim 
is to get GPS manufacturers like Garmin and TomTom to pick up 
information on traffic disruptions and roadworks.  
 

o Job vacancies. COI are using the Semantic Web to put all 
government positions in one searchable place. The standards are 
completely open, so anybody can use this solution. 
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Understanding user needs 

But the biggest issue is knowing what users need. While COI knows about the 
people who visit their websites, they know nothing about the people who don’t 
or can’t.  
 
Often, these people will type something into Google like “my mother can’t get 
up the stairs”, and not find the right information. This search should 
automatically bring up links to legal help, local authorities, medical resources 
etc. And that’s a job for the Semantic Web. 
 
A recent test showed that only one third of the information people need is on 
public websites. So COI needs to know what people want, and to find the best 
way to supply it to them. 
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Questions for Dr. David Pullinger 

 
  Q: [Unilever] You say you’re closing down 97% of sites. Are they 

publishing information that’s not needed, or are you transferring their 
content?  
 
A: Yes, we’re converging all of the information. The challenge faced by all 
organisations is “who’s my audience?”  
 

For example, the Unnecessary Bureaucracy campaign spent six months creating 
a 200-page report that they wanted to put on the site. We asked them “what 
do you want your audience to do?” They said they wanted them to report back 
when they saw unnecessary bureaucracy.  
 
So we said one simple web form would do. And the 200-page report? It’s been 
filed, so nothing is lost.  
 

Q: [same delegate] Is there a high degree of crossover? What processes 
are in place to get more cooperation to ensure that information is less 
“silent”?  
 
A: Yes, there is crossover. But because there are only three public-facing 
channels, COI runs a group that resolves conflicts (e.g. pregnancy, which 
belongs to all three channels). Much more important are the gaps. 
 
On corporate departmental websites, it’s easier. There shouldn’t be any 
crossover. We’re also building cross-government thinking. But we’re not at the 
end of the process yet. There are five pension bodies, for example. They need 
to deal with that. By 2011, the problems should be resolved.  
 

Q: [Group NBT] You say you’re culling the use of domain names. But 
they’re memorable, aren’t they – like hedgehogs.org.uk?  
 
A: The trouble is, people recognise a few, but there are 1,620 channels.  
 
Would you know them? If they came up in a Google search, would you know 
they were government sites? You need to show to the user that it’s 
government, and that it’s recognisable. Hedgehogs has been running a big 
campaign for a long time.  

Q: [Group NBT] But isn’t a short name easier?  
 
A: Yes it is, but Directgov is simpler in the longer term. It’s a bit like Amazon – 
people don’t need the rest of the address. Our strategy is that everything starts 
with Directgov.  
 
If you can’t find a memorable name, you can still go through Directgov. All 
campaigns will go through Directgov – in fact, 40 are doing so at moment. It’s 
not dissimilar to other organisations. 
 
 

Q: [University of Westminster] When COI got rid of 97% of sites, didn’t you 
have lots of broken links?  
 
A: They’re not broken. We used RDFa to make sure they still worked. 
 
We’ve also used this technology for statutory notices, to make sure the 
legislation is being used in the right way. It’s giving us some really excellent 
feedback. We’re excited about the whole approach.  
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The Semantic Web: Managing the 
“aboutness” of your web presence 

 
Simon Lande 
CEO, Magus 
 
Presentation overview: 

 
What is your web presence actually about?  Leading-edge semantic technology 
has the power to lay bare the labyrinth of a multi-site web presence at the click 
of a mouse. For the first time managers can have topic-level visibility across even 
the darkest corners of their web presence, providing unprecedented levels of 
insight and control.  
 
Simon demonstrated the latest semantic technology in action, and showed how 
managers can benefit from the new analytics to optimise content, reduce risk 
and streamline governance. 
 
Simon discussed:  
 

 What is the Semantic Web? 

 How does it work? 

 What can it do for me? 

 

 

Simon Lande 
CEO, Magus 

 

Simon is the founder and Chief Executive Officer of Magus. 
 
As CEO, Simon is responsible for setting the strategic direction of the 
company, and also has a client-facing role across a number of major 
accounts. 
 
Before founding Magus, Simon was a research scientist, completing a PhD in 
biochemistry at Imperial College London. Reflecting his origins, Simon 
continues to stay very close to the product development process, which 
defines the innovative heart of Magus. 
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What is the Semantic Web? 

One of the best definitions comes from Tim Berners-Lee, the inventor of the 
World Wide Web, writing in 2001 in The Scientific American: 
 

 
 
 
The Semantic Web is the next step in the evolution of the web. It moves beyond 
the syntax of the words on the page, to understanding their meaning, and the 
relationships between them, in an automated fashion. 

Semantics: The meaning behind what you 
say 

 
 

 Semantics is related to syntax: syntax is how you say something; 
semantics is the meaning behind what you say. 

 In the example above, the sentence on the T-shirt can be altered by 

replacing the word “love” with the symbol “”. The syntax has 
changed but the semantics stays the same. 
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How does this relate to the web? 

Today’s web 

Today’s web is a document storage and retrieval system. It’s designed to enable 
computers to talk to one another, to blindly retrieve and display information, 
but not to enable them to understand what the information actually means.  
 
Because even the best document retrieval systems have no understanding of the 
meaning of the content they are delivering, this results in classic ambiguities 
e.g.: 
 

 If you search for “Windows”, you get results for both software and 
windows in a house. 

 If you search for “Apple”, you get results for both the fruit and the 
software company. 

 

 

 
 
Tomorrow’s web 
 
The web of tomorrow will be able to distinguish people, places and objects and 
how they relate to each other. When computers can understand the content of 
the web, and can understand what we want, they will be better able to help us 
to get it.  
 
For example, the Semantic Web understands what “umbrella” means and what 
it’s used for. It also understands relationships, so it can do things like this:  
 

 Your calendar can talk to a weather website, and send you a text to 
remind you to take an umbrella, if it realises you’re going to be out and 
about when it’s raining. 
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The technology is now here 

There is a new set of languages available to help us harness the power of the 
Semantic Web: OWL, SPARQL, RDF and Microformats.  
 
Many years ago there was an attempt to create the Semantic Web by 
encouraging web editors to manually tag words with descriptors. This human-
centric approach was high-maintenance, error-prone, and locked companies 
into maintaining rigid information taxonomies. Now, it can all be automated, 
which opens up new possibilities. 

 

Key benefits 

 

 More intelligent applications. 

o Bridging qualitative and quantitative analysis. 

o Ability to automate complex information management tasks. 

  Improved interoperability. 

o Ability to cross-reference facts and events from multiple. 
sources. For example, Flickr and Delicious currently can’t speak 
to each other.  

  Improved visualisation capabilities. 

o Guide end-users through rich information spaces. 

o Enhance search and navigation of complex websites. 

  Embraces the unstructured nature of web content. 

o Greater tolerance of underlying format and structure. 

o Enhanced visibility and control over website content. 
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What can the Semantic Web do for website 
managers? 

 

Workflow efficiency 

 
The Semantic Web has the ability to automate complex information 
management tasks, which currently have to be performed manually, or by crude 
keyword search. 
 
For example: 
 

 A product has been discontinued. On which pages is it mentioned? 

 The company email address format has changed. Are there any old style 
addresses left on the site?  

 John Smith has been promoted, and the website needs to be updated. 
He is mentioned on 70 web pages - which ones mention his job title?  

Benefits

Workflow 
efficiency

SEO“Aboutness”
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Maximise SEO 

The Semantic Web can help maximise return on SEO and SEM investment. It can 
answer common website management questions, such as these: 
 

 Are the most popular pages for a particular topic really the ones I want 
to be driving traffic to? 

 I’ve changed my target SEO keywords. Which pages contain the old 
keywords, so I can find and update them? 

 How well is my content optimised for search engines? 

 
Example: The above extract from the biography of Tim Berners-Lee, has only 
two instances of his name on the page. The rest of the references take the form 
of “he”. A traditional search engine will give this page a low ranking for the 
keyword search term: “Tim Berners-Lee”, as it will not recognise “he” as a 
reference to the page’s subject.  
 
Armed with this information, you can then go back to web editors and suggest 
they change several instances of “he” to “Tim Berners-Lee” to improve search-
engine ranking.  
 

”Aboutness” – optimising content and 
messaging 
 
The Semantic Web can also help provide visibility of what your website is 
actually about.   
 

 Who are all the people mentioned on my site?  

 Which pages are most relevant to each individual?  

 What pages on my site discuss changes in management structure?  

 Are any of my competitors mentioned on my website? 

 Do all the pages which mention product X also reference the 
accessories available for that product? 

 
These are not simple questions to answer using a traditional keyword 
search.  
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ActiveStandards 3.0 – semantically enabled 
 
ActiveStandards is the first application to harness the power of the Semantic 
Web to help organisations manage their online content. 
 

Its new Aboutness reports use leading-edge Semantic technology to provide a 
global view of what’s being talked about and where, helping managers track 
and optimise their content, reduce risk and save time and resources. 
  
Natural language processing and machine learning are used to analyse each 
page of a website and automatically create rich semantic metadata for the 
content. There is no requirement for manual content tagging or metadata 
(although ActiveStandards can also use tags if you’ve got them). 
 
The solution identifies key entities and creates reports, including: where each 
entity is mentioned on the web presence, the frequency of mention, and how it 
relates to other entities. 
 
Organisations are often surprised at what it throws up: names that shouldn’t be 
there but are, and vice versa. With just one click, managers can get full details 
about any monitored entity. 
 
Examples of the types of entities which can be monitored: 
 

 People 

 Products and technologies 

 Events 

 Companies and organisations 

 Cities, countries and regions 

 Email addresses, phone and fax numbers 

 
 

 

 
ActiveStandards is a website quality monitoring tool for multi-site, 
multi-editor, multi-lingual web estates. 

 

 Reporting on anything & everything that is contra-brand. 

 Best practice standards monitoring: SEO, usability, accessibility, legal 
& privacy. 

 Digital asset inventory and management.  

 Performance measurement & analysis. 

 “Aboutness” – one of the first Semantic Web applications. 

 
For more information: 
http://www.activestandards.magus.co.uk/ 



  
 

ActiveStandards: Aboutness reports 
 

 

 

For more about ActiveStandards Aboutness reports: 
www.activestandards.magus.co.uk/knowledgebase/downloads/Datasheet-Aboutness.pdf [0.6Mb] 

  

http://www.activestandards.magus.co.uk/knowledgebase/downloads/Datasheet-Aboutness.pdf
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Magus Semantic Web development program  

Magus has been awarded a Knowledge Transfer Partnerships (KTP) research 
grant, funded by the UK Government Technology Strategy Board, to develop 

Semantic Web technology.  It is also working with Thompson Reuters Open 
Calais, a leading Semantic Web initiative. 
 
  
 

 
 
 

Conclusion 

 

 
 
The Semantic Web is the next step in the evolution of the web. It moves beyond 
just the syntax of the words on the page, to understanding their meaning, and 
the relationships between them, in an automated fashion. 
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 Questions for Simon Lande 

 

  Q: [Lloyds Banking Group] You say compliance scanning can be 
automated. What about images and multimedia? Can you see if they’re 
on brand? 
 
A: Images can’t automatically be checked as this requires a degree of subjective 
assessment, but the monitoring can be made significantly easier.  
 
ActiveStandards helps by enabling you to view every image used right across 
your web presence on a single page. This dramatically speeds up the review 
process.  

Q: [Unnamed delegate] I can see a big battle with content managers over 
replacing “he” with “Tim Berners-Lee”.  
 
A: What we’re giving to web editors is objective information. We can flag it up, 

but they still need to make a decision: you can say they may need to increase 
their mentions of “Tim Berners-Lee”. ActiveStandards gives you a visibility you 
didn’t have before.  
 

Q: [Royal Bank of Scotland] Do you have to pre-populate the list of 
semantic entities you want to scan the web presence for?  
 
A: No, there’s no requirement for pre-population. We can automatically extract 
the data. That’s the beauty of the system. ActiveStandards identifies it, so you 
don’t need to. Although, we can also use content tags, and metadata if your 
website has them. 
 
 

Q: [Amnesty International] Can you manage PDFs? What about other sites 
and languages?  
 
A: Yes, we can handle PDFs. We can also go outside an organisation’s site to 

external sites if we need to. As for languages, Open Calais covers English and 
French at the moment, with more languages to follow. 
 
[David Green] At some point in the future, we’ll be able to semantically mark 
up all content.  
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More about ActiveStandards Aboutness 

reports: 
 
www.activestandards.magus.co.uk/knowledgebase/downloads/ 
Datasheet-Aboutness.pdf [0.6Mb] 
 
 
 

More about ActiveStandards 

 
For further information about Magus ActiveStandards, or to request a 
demonstration: 

Magus 
Studio 1001 Highgate Studios 
53-79 Highgate Road 
London NW5 1TL 
 
+44 (0) 20 7019 4700 
info@magus.co.uk 
www.activestandards.magus.co.uk 

For information about other Magus events: 
www.activestandards.magus.co.uk/news/events.html 
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